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Nova Jazz Orchestra
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2010
If the premise that
experience is the
best teacher is
indeed accurate,
one need look no
further than the Minnesota-based Nova Jazz Orchestra for proof. Nova,
sponsored by the non-profit Nova Jazz Corporation, has been together
for more than 15 years, and its recordings (A Time of Reckoning is the
seventh) keep getting better and better as the ensemble gains
maturity and awareness.
Even though only five members of the current orchestra performed on
its debut album, In Walked Wendy, in 1995, the advantages of
continuity are clear throughout its latest enterprise, from the
thunderous introduction to the orchestra's high-flying “Tribute to
Francy Boland” to the last notes of Greg Stinson's enchanting jazz
waltz, “A Dream of Hungarian Lanterns.” Sandwiched between are
shapely compositions by Paul Peterson (”FEETS,” “Granicus,”
“Grumbalambasamba”), John Ahern (”Francy Boland,” “W. 7th”), Bob
Byers (”Copperhead”), Steve Devich (”North Star”) and Dan Cavanagh
(”Gozar,” “A Time of Reckoning”). Timpanist Dave Perry sets the scene
on “Boland” on which he and drummer Kevin Dammen sit in for the
Clarke-Boland band's Kenny Clarke and Kenny Clare.
The ensemble is supple and swinging on every number, the soloists
sharp if not spectacular. The rhythm section is unswerving, and Nova
doesn't overpass the value of color and dynamics. At least eight of the
ten compositions and arrangements are by present or former members
of the orchestra. As a rule, they are more challenging than the
material embodied in Nova's previous albums. Trumpeters Ahern and
Tim Martin and alto saxophonist Byers are among the holdovers from
Wendy; the others are saxophonist Mike Krikava and lead trombonist
Mike Larson.
Guest soloists Dave Hagedorn (vibes) and Dave Marden (flute) are out
front and pleasing on “W. 7th” (with its random echoes of Freddie
Hubbard's “Up Jumped Spring”). Hagedorn is impressive again on
“North Star” (a charming tribute to Nova's home state) and
“Granicus,” Marden likewise on “FEETS” and “Granicus” (flute and
piccolo). The ensemble's capable soloists include tenors Peterson and
Paul Burton, pianists Larry McDonough and Bruce Pedalty, trumpeters
Sten Johnson, Adam Meckler and Tom Krochock. The trombone section
(Larson, Larry McCabe, Ike Wagner and Chris Wiley) is showcased on
the Latin-hued “Grumblambasamba.”
Playing time is generous, and while recording quality isn't always
keenly defined it's never less than passable. A Time of Reckoning is
another sizable step forward for the Nova Jazz Orchestra, which
continues to reap benefits from its stability and experience.
University of North Texas One O'Clock Lab
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touches turns to swing.
Spiegel's sturdy ensemble, two of whom (saxophonists Markus Lihocky
and Peter “Lines” Linhart) were (and perhaps still are) members of the
Aschaffenburger Big Band, is equal to the task, sprinting through his
impulsive charts with abandon. The rhythm section (pianist Christoph
Sanger, bassist Rudi Engel, drummer Andreas Neubauer) never lets
the tempos drag, providing a spacious and secure comfort zone for
brass and reeds while enlivening the various soloists. Spiegel shines
with Lihocky (alto) on “Flying Home” and with Sanger, alto Volker
Stegmann and trumpeter Thomas Siffling on “Fourth Floor.” Stegmann
and Sanger are eloquent on “The Gospel,” Neubauer and tenor Alberto
Menendez ditto on “Weedeater.”
Even though recorded (technically speaking) “a century ago,” Spiegel's
ensemble and charts sound as fresh and alive as today. Since then,
Spiegel has returned to New York City and formed another orchestra;
even so, echoes of his “big bang” continue to reverberate long after
the fact, and the album is warmly recommended.
Toronto Jazz Orchestra
Under a Tree
TJO
2010
The admirable Toronto Jazz Orchestra has
released three albums to date, the most
recent The Path in 2009 and Under a Tree
six years earlier. As was noted in reviewing
The Path [January 2010], the TJO is good,
really good; and it can swing, really swing. While there are of course
dissimilar charts on Under a Tree, everything else applies. The
ensemble is razor-sharp, individually and collectively. To put it another
way, everyone is in sync, in tune and on the same page. A seasoned
orchestra, no doubt about that.
Eight of the album's 10 selections were recorded live in May 2003 at
the Pilot Tavern in Toronto, and half were written by members of the
orchestra including conductor Josh Grossman's jaunty “Together at
Last,” a clever variation on the standard “Alone Together.” Bassist
Mike Smith wrote “Alicante,” pianist Laila Biali the turbulent “From
Everlasting to Everlasting” (on which she also solos), bass trombonist
Chris Hunt “First X's Free,” guitarist Todd Elsliger the sensuous
“Kissing.” The groovy title song, which vaguely echoes Thad Jones'
“Kids Are Pretty People,” was composed by Canadian legend Phil
Nimmons, “Reverence” by Paul Ashwell, “In Place” by Dafydd Hughes,
“The Far Side” by Greg Bush, the raucous, Mingus-inspired “Return of
the Shuffleupagus” by Andrew Jones.
Although the ensemble, as noted, is alert and focused, the solos are of
a more variable nature. Most are suitable but few rise far above the
norm. Pianist Erin Gray is respectable on “Reverence,” as are
trumpeter Will Loach and alto Gareth Lewis on “Under a Tree,” Gray
and soprano Mark Laver on “Alicante,” tenor Jonathan Kay on
“Together at Last,” Kay and bassist Smith on “In Place,” Laver and
trombonist R.J. Satchithanthanan on “First X's,” guitarist Elsliger on
“Kissing,” Grossman on “The Far Side,” tenor Chris Hunsburger and
trombonist Joel Green on “Shuffleupagus.” Even so, the orchestra's
primary strength lies in its unflagging togetherness. For an explicit
example, try “The Far Side,” which opens and closes with hair-raising
a cappella chorales by the brass; the surging unison passages in
“Shuffleupagus,” or the trim ensemble work that brightens every other
tune.
While Under a Tree predates the TJO's most recent recording by half a
dozen years, there's no appreciable imbalance in quality between the
two, even though most of this one was recorded in concert, the other
in a studio. In each case, the TJO affirms its stature as a world-class
orchestra that is worthy of appraisal and respect.
Tracks and Personnel
A Time of Reckoning
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